
new X3 fabric wrapped belts
low maintenance belts with high load capacity

Our X3 belts bring in a new generation of wrapped V-Belt performance. They are specially designed to be low 
maintenance, and are proven to be extra durable for belt life that will outlast the competition. Cutting down 
maintenance and keeping your machines running at full capacity means you save time and money.

• Durable belts designed to carry a high load 
capacity results in cost & space savings

• X3 belts match to tighter tolerances than 
ARPM standards and ISO standards for 
confidence in running maximum loads

• Meet all ARPM for heat & oil resistance, 
and are Static Conducting to ARPM, Mine 
Safety Standards and ISO 1813

• They are created to be low maintenance 
requiring no rechecks or re-tensioning

Save space, time and money
Our X3 belts are created to carry a high load capacity. 
Extensive durability testing, certified by a major USA 
University Department of Mechanical Engineering, shows 
belt life that continues to out perform the competition. The 
X3 belts can carry a high capacity so that you can often use 
fewer belts on a drive resulting in space and cost savings, 
and reduction in axial and bearing loads. Additionally, the 
X3 A/4L and B/5L belts are dual branded. They have the 
flexibility of FHP 4L and 5L  belts combined with the high 
power capacity of A and B section belts.

Energy Savings
Due to superior chemistry and optimized belt design, 
the X3 belts lose less energy due to bending than any 
competitor wrapped uncogged belts.

Ready to order
The X3 belts are made from new materials and new molds. 
They will NOT match former Bestorq Belts. New X3 energy 
savings belts are ready to order in the following belt 
profiles: 3L, 4L, 5L, A, B, C, D, 3V, 5V, 8V, SPZ, SPA, SPB, SPC, 
AA, BB, CC,  B-C-D banded, and 3V-5V-8V-SPB-SPC banded.

Low maintenance and easy to install
X3 belts are amazingly uniform and smooth running. With excellent adhesion between components and low stretch 
tensile cords, they have very low elongation making them ultra low maintenance and will not require any rechecks or  re-
tensioning if installed at the correct recommended tension. Also, the Best in Class fabric wrap design creates the lowest 
wear belt in the industry.

TO ORDER - call, fax or email
 phone:  877.773.9966
 fax:  877.329.8416
 orders@Bestorq.com
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BESTORQ X3 BELT LIFE VS. COMPETITOR BELTS
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